Slightly faster (Più mosso)

(\(d=96 \text{--} 100\))

Ch. 5th
coupled to
Sw. 5th \(mf\)

close crescendo pedal \(f\)
Slower (Meno mosso)
(d = 84)
bright and clear (leggiero e molto chiaro) (Semi-staccato)
delaying slightly (un poco ritenuto)

in time (a tempo)
Very slightly slower (un po' meno mosso)  
\( \text{\textit{(d. 84)}} \)

hurrying at will  
\( \text{\textit{(accel. a piacere)}} \)
more broadly (allargando)

full, except 32'

(d = 84)

Full organ

retarding (molto ritardando)

in time (a tempo)

reduce slightly
Slightly slower (un po' meno mosso)

More broadly (più largamente)

holding back (trattenendo)